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1. Introduction

Let f be any Fuchsian group, finitely generated or not, acting freely on the
open unit disk /. In [3] we showed that the Teichmiiller space 7(f) enjoys a uni-
versal property for certain "marked families" of Riemann surfaces. That property
uniquely characterizes the complex manifold (,l-). Our purpose here is to give
a somewhat simpler characterizalion of f(\ by combining our results from [3]
with two other ingredients. One is the ,l-lemma of Maff6, Sad, and Sullivan [7].
The other is a recent theorem of Tukia [8], which asserts that T(f) is contractible.
For a short proof of Tukia's theorem, see [2].

Our characteraalion of f(l-) is given by the theorem in Section 3. This theo-
rem, which was already known for finite dimensional spaces 7(,1-) (see especially
Theorem 4.1 of Grothendieck [4]), provides the first characterrzation of the infinite
dimensional TeichmiiLller spaces that makes no mention of quasiconformal or quasi-
symmetric mappings. Of course this does not eliminate quasiconformal mappings
from the theory. On the contrary, their role is as important as ever, but now, thanks
to the ,l'-lemma, they enter as an inevitable consequence of other natural assumptions.

2. Simple holomorphic families

Our characte rizationof ZQ-) is in terms of certain special families of Riemann
surfaces, which we call simple holomorphic families. By definition, a simple holo-
morphic family consists of a pair of connected complex manifolds E and,B, with
B simply connected, and a surjective holomorphic map n:.8*,8 satisfying two
additional conditions. First, z is required to have "horizontally holomorphic"
local trivializations (cf. [6, pp. 15 and 16]). This means there are open sets B,that
cover -8, a space X, and homeomorphisms 0n (the local trivializations) of -B"XX
onto z-1(.8,) such that n(O,7t,x)):r for all (t,x)(B"xX and

(2.1) for each x rn X, the map t*1n(t, x) from Bointo.E is holomorphic.
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The maps t*|o(t, x) provide local holomorphic sections of z through any
point of E, so the implicit function theorem implies that each fiber z-l(t), l€.8, is
a closed complex submanifold of .E Our second and last condition on a is that each

fiber z-l(t) should be a Riemann surface.

We call attention to the fact that we allow the complex manifolds E and B to
be infinite dimensional, modelled on complex Banach spaces. A holomorphic map

is a Frdchet differentiable map whose Frdchet derivative is complex linear at every
point.

By definition, a map of holomorphic families from the simple family n' : E' '+ B'
to the simple family n: E*B is a pair of holomorphic maps f: B'-B and g: E'-E
such that g restricts to a bijective map from the fiber (n')-r(t) to the fiber "-'(f(t))for each t€B'. A map of holomorphic families is an isomorphism if f and g are

biholomorphic. An isomorphism is an automorphism if B':B and E':8.

3. Statement of the theorem

Our theorem eharacterizes Z(f) as the base space of a simple holomorphic
family with special properties.

Theorem . Let f be a Fuchsian group actingfreely on the open unit disk Å, and
Iet X:Älf . There is a simple holomorphic family n: E-B with these properties:

(3.1) if n': E'*B' is a simple holomorphic family with some fiber (n')-L(t) biholo-
morphically equioalent to X, there is a map of holomorphic families (f, g) from

n':E'*B' to n:E*8,
(3.2) the abooe map (f, d is unique up to an automorphism of n; E*8.
These properties determine n: E*B up to isomorphism, and B is biholomor-

phically equiualent to the Teichmi)tler space T(f).

Property (3.2) means that if (fr, E) and (fz, 92) are two maps of holomorphic
families from n'; E'-B' to n: E*8, there is an automorphism (g, rL) of n; E-B
so that -fz:e oft and g2:rlr o gr.

4. The ur-riqueness proof

We shall prove here that (3.1) and (3.2) determine n; E*B up to isomorphism.
First we show that n: E-B has a fiber biholomorphically equivalent to X. This
follows from (3.1) because the projection n1:ÅXX*/ defines a simple holomorphic
family all of whose fibers are X. If f: /*B and g: ÅXX*E define a map of
holomorphic families, lhen n-L(f(z)) is equivalentto X for every z in Å.
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Now suppose n:E-B and n':E'*B' both have properties (3.1) and (3.2).

Both have a fiber equivalent to X, so (3.1) gives maps of holomorphic families (/ g)

and (f',g') from n:E*B to n':E'-B' and from ft':E'*B' to n:EtB re'
spectively. The pairs (f' of,g'og) and (id, id) both are maps of holomorphic families

from z: E*B to itself, so (3.2) says that (f'of,g'og):(E,t) is an automorphism

of n: E-8. Similarly (f"f',gog'):(e',ry'') is an automorphism of n': E'-B'.
It follows easily that/and g are biholomorphic maps, as required.

5. Proof of a lemma

Our proof that there is a simple family with properties (3.1) and (3.2) hinges

on the following lemma, which is a slight generalization of the .[-lemma. This is
where quasiconformal mappings enter the picture.

Lemma. Let 0o: B|XX*V-L(B,) be a local trioialization of n: E-B defined

ouertheconnectedopenset BncB. If e, satisfies(2.1),thenthemap |nQ,x\-9o(s,x)

from n-L(t\ to n-L(s) is quasiconformal for any fixed t and s in Bo.

Proof.It will be helpful to introduce some notation. We write Xr:n-r(t)
for t€Bo, and we define the homeomorphism 9,: X*Xt by Er(x):9o(t, n). The

lemma asserts that rltn:tp"oEr-1 is quasiconformal.

Since .8, is connected, it suffices to prove that each t(Bn has a neighborhood

U such that{", is quasiconformal for all s€U. We may therefore assume that B"

is an open coordinate ball centered at some point fq. Since any point of -B' belongs

to a one-dimensional disk through fe, w€.may and do assume that Bo is the open

unit disk /. Since we may replace Q,(t,x) by 0,(t, E;t(x)), we shall also assume

that X is the Riemann surface Xs and that 0o(0, x):Eo(x):x for all x€X.
Let UcX be any relatively compact coordiriate disk, and lr.'t Ur:Er(U)cXr.

Our first step is to prove that ry'",: Ur*(I" is quasiconformal for all s,t(Å' Again

this need be proved only for r near a given l. Let t€Å be fixed. By compactness, there

are open sets Vr,...,V,cU and DcÅ so that D is a disk that contains l, the

Yi cnver (J, and E has local coordinates (s, O, defined on 0"(Dx V)' - terms of
which

0n6, z) : (s,fiG, z)) for (s, z)€DxVt, l5 i = n.

Herefimaps DXVl intoC,and E"(z):fi@,2) if z(Vi.
We shall complete the proof of Step one by showing thatrlt", is quasiconformal

rn each set Er(v)cut. That follows directly from the l.-lemma. Indeed, using

local coordinates we have a map (s, 0-f"(0 from DX UQ, "); z€V) into C.

This map is holomorphic in s for fixed (, injective in ( for fixed s, and is the identity

in ( when r: t, so it is quasiconformal in ( for each fixed s, by the /.-lemma [7]. Step

one is proved.
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The second and last step is to prove that the map ty'"r: Ur*U" is in fact K-quasi-

conformal for a number Kthat depends only on t and s, not on the coordinate disk

U. Since Eo is the identity, Step one implies that each maP et is quasiconformal. Let

u. (z\ :\E'!'(,t\ .rt \'t (E),G)'

Since go(/, z) depends holomorphically on I for fixed z, Lemma 9 of [3] implies

tbat t+trt, is a holomorphic map from / into L*(U,C). Now llp'll=l for all
t(A, and poQ)=O because Eo is the identity, so Schwarz's lemma [5, Theorem

3.l3.4lgives llprll=lll for all tQ/. Therefore q,is Kr-quasiconformal, with

*,: l*ltl .' r-ltl '

and rlt"ris K" Kr-quasiconformal. The lemma is proved.

6. The existence proof

Let T(D be the Teichmiiller space of the Fuchsian group ,l-. By results of Bers

[1], -l- acts on the Bers fiber space F(.f), producing a complex manifold V(D:
F(Dlr and a holomorphic map rli V(f\t7111. By Theorem 1 of [3], n has local

trivializations 0o that satisfy (2.1) with X:/lf. By Tukia's theorem [8], Z(f) is

contractible, hence simply connected, so zt: VQ)-797 is a simple holomorphic
family. We claim that it has properties (3.1) and (3.2). Propefi (3.2) is a special

case of Corollary I of Theorem 2 n 13, $ 7.71, so it remains to prove (3.1).

Let n': E'*B' be a simple holomorphic family with some fiber biholomorphi-
cally equivalent to X:Alf . By definition, a strong local trivialization over the

open set (JcB' is a homeomorphism 0 of UxX' onto (n')-a(U) such that
n(eQ,x1):t,X':/fl' for some Fuchsian group f'acting freely on /, the map

0(.,x) is holomorphic for each fixed x, afld the map 0(t,.) is quasiconformal

for each fixed r. The Riemann surface X'is called the fiber model of 0.

We claim there is a strong local trivialization 0 with fiber model X defined in
a neighborhood of any point ts€B'. Indeed, the definition of simple family gives

a horizontally holomorphic local trivialization 0, defined over some connected open

neighborhood B" of fq. Since all fibers are homeomorphic to X, we may assume

that the domain of 0, is B.XX. By the lemma, all fibers are quasiconformally

equivalent to each other, hence to X, so there is a homeomorphism f: X-X strch

that the map x+0o(to,f(x)) from X to (tt')-l(lo) is quasiconformal. It follows
at once from the lemma that

0(t, x): o,(t,f(x))

is a strong local trivialization defined over a neighborhood of to.
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Since ,B' is simply connected, we can use Theorems I and   of [3] to obtain a
map of holomorphic families from n';E'*B' to n:It(f)*(f). Therefore the
simple family n: V(f)-T(f) has property (3.1), and the proof of the theorem
is complete.
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